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We know some basic features of QCD 
• The Lagrangian
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QCD

The QCD Lagrangian is:

LQCD = �
1

4g2
F a

µ⌫F
aµ⌫ +

6X

j=1

q̄j (i�µDµ � mj) qj ,

where qj is the quark field of flavor j, mj is the quark mass, g is the strong coupling constant,

Dµ = @µ�iAµ is the covariant gauge derivative, Aµ is the gluon gauge field, F a
µ⌫ is the gluon

field strength tensor, and a 2 {1, 2, ...8} indexes the SU(3) gauge group.1 The fundamental

parameters of the theory are the dimensionless coupling g and the quark masses mj .

The coupling g depends on the energy scale of an interaction, due to screening and

antiscreening from loop diagrams that increasingly appear with higher resolution scale. The

running of the coupling ↵s(µ) ⌘ g(µ)2/4⇡ at leading order in perturbative QCD (pQCD)

for a given momentum transfer Q2 and renormalization scale µ turns out to be given by:

↵s(Q
2) =

4⇡

(11 �
2
3nf ) log (Q2/µ2)

,

where nf = 6 is the number of fermions. Measured values of ↵s are shown in Fig. 1.1.

From these, we can see that ↵s ! 0 as Q2
! 1. This property is known as asymptotic

freedom: the coupling tends to 0 as the momentum transfer Q2 grows. Note that despite

the appearance of µ here, physical observables cannot depend on µ.

The coupling g is only expected to be small, however, when measured at large momentum

transfer. A scale ⇤QCD ⇡ 217 MeV is defined as the scale at which ↵s becomes O(1).2 In

fact, the force between two partons (i.e. quarks or gluons) gets stronger at low momentum-

transfer, or large distance – until it becomes favorable to create new partons rather than

further separate the partons. This gives rise to the fact that the elementary constituents

of the strong interaction have never been observed in isolation – a property known as color

confinement. Rather, they exist in color-neutral bound states known as hadrons. The strong

1. There is also a CP-violating term that in principle should be included in the Lagrangian, characterized
by a strong CP angle ✓. However, ✓ has been measured to be essentially vanishing, and the term is neglected
here. It is not known why the strong force exhibits little-to-no CP violation – this is known as the strong
CP problem.

2. This is known as dimensional transmutation, since a dimensionful scale ⇤QCD emerges from a dimen-
sionless scale g.
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threshold matching at the heavy quark pole masses Mc = 1.5 GeV and Mb = 4.7 GeV. Results from
data in ranges of energies are only given for Q = MZ0 . Where available, the table also contains the
contributions of experimental and theoretical uncertainties to the total errors in αs(MZ0).

Finally, in the last two columns of table 1, the underlying theoretical calculation for each mea-
surement and a reference to this result are given, where NLO stands for next-to-leading order, NNLO
for next-next-to-leading-order of perturbation theory, “resum” stands for resummend NLO calculations
which include NLO plus resummation of all leading und next-to-leading logarithms to all orders (see
[39] and [32]), and “LGT” indicates lattice gauge theory.

Figure 17: . Summary of measurements of αs(Q) as a function of the respective energy scale Q, from
table 1. Open symbols indicate (resummed) NLO, and filled symbols NNLO QCD calculations used in
the respective analysis. The curves are the QCD predictions for the combined world average value of
αs(MZ0), in 4-loop approximation and using 3-loop threshold matching at the heavy quark pole masses
Mc = 1.5 GeV and Mb = 4.7 GeV.

In figure 17, all results of αs(Q) given in table 1 are graphically displayed, as a function of the
energy scale Q. Those results obtained in ranges of Q and given, in table 1, as αs(MZ0) only, are not
included in this figure - with one exception: the results from jet production in deep inelastic scattering
are represented in table 1 by one line, averaging over a range in Q from 6 to 100 GeV, while in figure 17
combined results for fixed values of Q as presented in [67] are displayed.
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• The running of the coupling in the perturbative regime  
• Color confinement is observed 
• Lattice QCD predicts the hadronic spectrum rather well 
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We know some basic features of QCD 
• The Lagrangian 
• The running of the coupling in the perturbative regime  
• Color confinement is observed 
• Lattice QCD predicts the hadronic spectrum rather well 
• … 

But most of the emergent behaviors of QCD are not understood 
• The origin of confinement 
• The proton spin puzzle 
• Certain bound states are unexpectedly observed / not observed 
• Basic behaviors of de-confined QCD matter 
• …
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QCD

“The strongest and least understood of the fundamental forces”
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1. Introduction: The quark-gluon plasma


2. Overview: Using jets to study the quark-gluon plasma


3. Results: Inclusive jet measurements in Pb-Pb 
collisions with ALICE at
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Outline

sNN = 5.02 TeV
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High-Temperature QCD

At high T, hadrons melt into quarks and gluons
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High-Temperature QCD

At high T, hadrons melt into quarks and gluons
Lattice QCD at High Temperature and Density 27
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Fig. 14. The energy density in QCD. The upper (lower) figure shows results from
a calculation with improved staggered [21] (Wilson [44]) fermions on lattices with
temporal extent Nτ = 4 (Nτ = 4, 6). The staggered fermion calculations have been
performed for a pseudo-scalar to vector meson mass ratio of mPS/mV = 0.7.

7 The Critical Temperature of the QCD Transition

As discussed in Section 3 the transition to the high temperature phase is continuous
and non-singular for a large range of quark masses. Nonetheless, for all quark masses
this transition proceeds rather rapidly in a small temperature interval. A definite
transition point thus can be identified, for instance through the location of peaks in
the susceptibilities of the Polyakov loop or the chiral condensate defined in Eq. 21.
For a given value of the quark mass one thus determines pseudo-critical couplings,
βpc(mq), on a lattice with temporal extent Nτ . An additional calculation of an
experimentally or phenomenologically known observable at zero temperature, e.g.

ε
T4

∝ degrees of freedom

T/Tc

ε
T4 Lattice QCD 

predicts a transition 
to deconfinement 
at Tc ~ 165 MeV

F. Karsch, Lattice QCD at High Temperature and Density

“The quark-gluon 
plasma”
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High-Temperature QCD

At high T, hadrons melt into quarks and gluons

For very large T, 
we expect this 
deconfined 
matter to be 
asymptotically 
free
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surement and a reference to this result are given, where NLO stands for next-to-leading order, NNLO
for next-next-to-leading-order of perturbation theory, “resum” stands for resummend NLO calculations
which include NLO plus resummation of all leading und next-to-leading logarithms to all orders (see
[39] and [32]), and “LGT” indicates lattice gauge theory.

Figure 17: . Summary of measurements of αs(Q) as a function of the respective energy scale Q, from
table 1. Open symbols indicate (resummed) NLO, and filled symbols NNLO QCD calculations used in
the respective analysis. The curves are the QCD predictions for the combined world average value of
αs(MZ0), in 4-loop approximation and using 3-loop threshold matching at the heavy quark pole masses
Mc = 1.5 GeV and Mb = 4.7 GeV.

In figure 17, all results of αs(Q) given in table 1 are graphically displayed, as a function of the
energy scale Q. Those results obtained in ranges of Q and given, in table 1, as αs(MZ0) only, are not
included in this figure - with one exception: the results from jet production in deep inelastic scattering
are represented in table 1 by one line, averaging over a range in Q from 6 to 100 GeV, while in figure 17
combined results for fixed values of Q as presented in [67] are displayed.
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S. Bethke, Experimental tests of 
asymptotic freedom
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7 The Critical Temperature of the QCD Transition

As discussed in Section 3 the transition to the high temperature phase is continuous
and non-singular for a large range of quark masses. Nonetheless, for all quark masses
this transition proceeds rather rapidly in a small temperature interval. A definite
transition point thus can be identified, for instance through the location of peaks in
the susceptibilities of the Polyakov loop or the chiral condensate defined in Eq. 21.
For a given value of the quark mass one thus determines pseudo-critical couplings,
βpc(mq), on a lattice with temporal extent Nτ . An additional calculation of an
experimentally or phenomenologically known observable at zero temperature, e.g.
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T4

∝ degrees of freedom

T/Tc

ε
T4

F. Karsch, Lattice QCD at High Temperature and Density
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threshold matching at the heavy quark pole masses Mc = 1.5 GeV and Mb = 4.7 GeV. Results from
data in ranges of energies are only given for Q = MZ0 . Where available, the table also contains the
contributions of experimental and theoretical uncertainties to the total errors in αs(MZ0).
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[39] and [32]), and “LGT” indicates lattice gauge theory.

Figure 17: . Summary of measurements of αs(Q) as a function of the respective energy scale Q, from
table 1. Open symbols indicate (resummed) NLO, and filled symbols NNLO QCD calculations used in
the respective analysis. The curves are the QCD predictions for the combined world average value of
αs(MZ0), in 4-loop approximation and using 3-loop threshold matching at the heavy quark pole masses
Mc = 1.5 GeV and Mb = 4.7 GeV.

In figure 17, all results of αs(Q) given in table 1 are graphically displayed, as a function of the
energy scale Q. Those results obtained in ranges of Q and given, in table 1, as αs(MZ0) only, are not
included in this figure - with one exception: the results from jet production in deep inelastic scattering
are represented in table 1 by one line, averaging over a range in Q from 6 to 100 GeV, while in figure 17
combined results for fixed values of Q as presented in [67] are displayed.
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High-Temperature QCD

At high T, hadrons melt into quarks and gluons

What is the 
coupling here?

S. Bethke, Experimental tests of 
asymptotic freedom

Lattice QCD at High Temperature and Density 27
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As discussed in Section 3 the transition to the high temperature phase is continuous
and non-singular for a large range of quark masses. Nonetheless, for all quark masses
this transition proceeds rather rapidly in a small temperature interval. A definite
transition point thus can be identified, for instance through the location of peaks in
the susceptibilities of the Polyakov loop or the chiral condensate defined in Eq. 21.
For a given value of the quark mass one thus determines pseudo-critical couplings,
βpc(mq), on a lattice with temporal extent Nτ . An additional calculation of an
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High-Temperature QCD

At high T, hadrons melt into quarks and gluons

What is the 
structure of QCD 
matter here?

S. Bethke, Experimental tests of 
asymptotic freedom
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this transition proceeds rather rapidly in a small temperature interval. A definite
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Ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions

Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider  
Brookhaven National Lab

Large Hadron Collider 
CERN

sNN = 2.76, 5.02 TeV

sNN = 200 GeV
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Ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions

Heavy-ion collisions create maximal energy density, and 
therefore allow us to create quark-gluon plasma experimentally

• The hottest matter 
created (T ~ 500 MeV) 

• The most dense matter 
created ( 𝜀 ~ 1-10 𝜀hadron)

ALICE	at	work	since	2009	

2-Oct-2018	

Pb-Pb	

System	 Year	 √sNN	(TeV)	 Lint	

Pb-Pb	 2010-2011	
2015	

by	the	end	of	2018	

2.76	
5.02	
5.02	

~75	μb-1	

~250	μb-1	

~1	nb-1	

Xe-Xe	 2017	 5.44	 ~0.3	μb-1	

p-Pb	 2013	
2016	

5.02	
5.02,	8.16	

~15	nb-1	

~3	nb-1,	~25	nb-1	

pp	 2009-2013	
	

2015-2017	

0.9,	2.76,		
7,	8	

5.02,	13	

~200	μb-1,	~100	μb-1,	
	~1.5	pb-1,	~2.5	pb-1	
~1.3	pb-1	,	~25	pb-1	

•  Energy	and	system	dependence	studies	of	particle	
production	are	possible	

•  Large	statistics	of	pp,	p-Pb	and	Pb-Pb	collisions	at	
the	same	√sNN		
	
à	precise	comparison	studies	

pp	

p-Pb	

Hard	Probes	2018,	Jacek	Otwinowski	 4	
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J/ψ suppression at forward rapidity in Pb–Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 5.02 TeV ALICE Collaboration

 partN 
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1.2

1.4  = 5.02 TeVNNsPb  ALICE, Pb
-µ+µ   ψInclusive J/

c < 8  GeV/
T
p < 4, 0.3 < y2.5 < 

 (TM1, Du and Rapp)c > 0.3 GeV/
T

pTransport, 
Transport (TM2, Zhou et al.)
Statistical hadronization (Andronic et al.)
Co-movers (Ferreiro)

Fig. 4: (colour online). Comparison of the centrality dependence (with 10% width centrality classes) of the

inclusive J/ψ RAA for 0.3 < pT < 8 GeV/c with theoretical models [17–19, 52–55]. The model calculations do

not include the pT cut (except for TM1), which was anyway found to have a negligible impact, since they only

include hadronic J/ψ production. The error bars represent the statistical uncertainties, the boxes around the data

points the uncorrelated systematic uncertainties, while the centrality-correlated global uncertainty is shown as a

filled box around RAA = 1. The brackets shown in the three most peripheral centrality intervals represent the

range of variation of the hadronic J/ψ RAA under extreme hypothesis on the photo-production contamination on

the inclusive RAA.

Shadowing effects, calculated within the Glauber-Gribov theory [59], are included and are consistent
with EKS98/nDSg predictions [60, 61]. Finally, the contribution of non-prompt production is taken into
account in the transport models TM1 and TM2, while it is not considered in the other calculations.

The data are described by the various calculations, the latter having rather large uncertainties, due to
the choice of the corresponding input parameters, and in particular of dσcc/dy. It can be noted that
for most calculations a better description is found when considering their upper limit. For transport
models this corresponds to a minimum contribution or even absence of nuclear shadowing, which can
be clearly considered as an extreme assumption for primary J/ψ , considering the J/ψ measurements in
p–Pb collisions [47, 50].

A correlation between the parameters of the models is present when comparing their calculations for√
sNN = 2.76 and 5.02 TeV. Therefore, the theoretical uncertainties can be reduced by forming the ratio

r = RAA(5.02 TeV)/RAA(2.76 TeV). Concerning data, the uncertainties on ⟨TAA⟩ cancel. In Fig. 5 the
centrality dependence of r, calculated for 0.3 < pT < 8 GeV/c, is shown and compared to models. For
prompt J/ψ the ratio r would be about 2% (1–2%) higher if beauty hadrons were fully (not) suppressed
by the medium. The transport model of Ref. [18, 54, 55] (TM1) shows a decrease of r with increasing
centrality, due to the larger suppression effects at high energy, followed by an increase, related to the
effect of regeneration, which acts in the opposite direction and becomes dominant for central collisions.
The other transport model (TM2) [19] also exhibits an increase for central collisions, while for peripheral
collisions the behaviour is different. In the co-mover model [17, 53], no structure is visible as a function
of centrality, and the calculation favours r-values slightly below unity, implying that in this model the
increase of the suppression effects with energy may be dominant over the regeneration effects for all
centralities. Finally, the statistical model [52] shows a continuous increase of r with centrality, dominated
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Signatures of the quark-gluon plasma
A variety of experimental signatures confirm that 

deconfined QCD matter is created in heavy-ion collisions
Suppression of 
high-pT hadrons

JHEP 1704 (2017) 039 

Anisotropic flow

PRL 110 (2013) 012302 

J/ψ  suppression

And more…

the collision, we expect a greater effect on photon aniso-
tropic flow; this will be examined in a subsequent work.
We emphasize that preequilibrium dynamics that is not
fully accounted for may still influence the amount of initial
transverse flow.

The effect of changing the switching time from !switch¼
0:2 fm=c to !switch¼ 0:4 fm=c is shown in Fig. 5. Results
agree within statistical errors, but tend to be slightly lower
for the later switching time. The nonlinear interactions of
classical fields become weaker as the system expands and
therefore Yang-Mills dynamics is less effective than hydro-
dynamics in building up flow at late times. Yet it is reassur-
ing that there is a window in time where both descriptions
produce equivalent results.

Because a constant "=s is at best a rough effective mea-
sure of the evolving shear viscosity to entropy density ratio,
we present results for a parametrized temperature dependent
"=s, following [38]. We use the same parametrization (HH-
HQ) as in Ref. [38,39] with a minimum ofð"=sÞðTÞ ¼ 0:08
at T ¼ 180 MeV, approximately at the crossover from
quark-gluon plasma to hadron gas in the used equation of

state. The result, compared to "=s ¼ 0:2 is shown for
20%–30% central collisions in Fig. 6. The results are indis-
tinguishable when studying just one collision energy. The
insensitivity of our results to two very different functional
forms may suggest that the development of flow is strongly
affected at intermediate times when"=s is very small. Also,
since second order viscous hydrodynamics breaks down
when!#$ is comparable to the ideal terms, our framework
may be inadequate for too large values of "=s.
We compare results for top RHIC energies, obtained

using a constant "=s ¼ 0:12, which is about 40% smaller
than the value at LHC, to experimental data fromSTAR [40]
and PHENIX [1] in Fig. 7. The data arewell described given
the systematic uncertainties in both the experimental and
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The strongly-coupled quark-gluon plasma

Elliptic flow: Back-to-back azimuthal correlation of soft particles
“Almond shape” is produced by collision 
overlap, and then hydrodynamically expands 

dN
dϕ

∝ 1 + 2v2 cos 2ϕ
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The strongly-coupled quark-gluon plasma

Phys. Rev. Lett. 99, 172301 (2007) 

Elliptic flow: Back-to-back azimuthal correlation of soft particles

The strength of the back-to-back 
correlation, v2, is damped by the shear-
viscosity to entropy-density ratio, η/s

“Almond shape” is produced by collision 
overlap, and then hydrodynamically expands 

dN
dϕ

∝ 1 + 2v2 cos 2ϕ
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The strongly-coupled quark-gluon plasma

Phys. Rev. Lett. 99, 172301 (2007) 

Elliptic flow: Back-to-back azimuthal correlation of soft particles

The experimental data shows 
that η/s is near the conjectured 
lower quantum limit from the 
AdS/CFT correspondence 
      “The perfect fluid”

The strength of the back-to-back 
correlation, v2, is damped by the shear-
viscosity to entropy-density ratio, η/s

“Almond shape” is produced by collision 
overlap, and then hydrodynamically expands 

dN
dϕ

∝ 1 + 2v2 cos 2ϕ

PRL 94 (2005) 111601
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High-Temperature QCD

At high T, hadrons melt into quarks and gluons
Lattice QCD at High Temperature and Density 27
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Fig. 14. The energy density in QCD. The upper (lower) figure shows results from
a calculation with improved staggered [21] (Wilson [44]) fermions on lattices with
temporal extent Nτ = 4 (Nτ = 4, 6). The staggered fermion calculations have been
performed for a pseudo-scalar to vector meson mass ratio of mPS/mV = 0.7.

7 The Critical Temperature of the QCD Transition

As discussed in Section 3 the transition to the high temperature phase is continuous
and non-singular for a large range of quark masses. Nonetheless, for all quark masses
this transition proceeds rather rapidly in a small temperature interval. A definite
transition point thus can be identified, for instance through the location of peaks in
the susceptibilities of the Polyakov loop or the chiral condensate defined in Eq. 21.
For a given value of the quark mass one thus determines pseudo-critical couplings,
βpc(mq), on a lattice with temporal extent Nτ . An additional calculation of an
experimentally or phenomenologically known observable at zero temperature, e.g.

ε
T4

∝ degrees of freedom

T/Tc

ε
T4

F. Karsch, Lattice QCD at High Temperature and Density

Small η/s means 
that the coupling 
is strong

The coupling is 
still quite strong 
here!
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High-Temperature QCD

At high T, hadrons melt into quarks and gluons

The coupling is 
still quite strong 
here!

Lattice QCD at High Temperature and Density 27
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performed for a pseudo-scalar to vector meson mass ratio of mPS/mV = 0.7.

7 The Critical Temperature of the QCD Transition

As discussed in Section 3 the transition to the high temperature phase is continuous
and non-singular for a large range of quark masses. Nonetheless, for all quark masses
this transition proceeds rather rapidly in a small temperature interval. A definite
transition point thus can be identified, for instance through the location of peaks in
the susceptibilities of the Polyakov loop or the chiral condensate defined in Eq. 21.
For a given value of the quark mass one thus determines pseudo-critical couplings,
βpc(mq), on a lattice with temporal extent Nτ . An additional calculation of an
experimentally or phenomenologically known observable at zero temperature, e.g.

ε
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F. Karsch, Lattice QCD at High Temperature and Density

Does deconfined 
QCD have quasi-
particle structure?

How does 
confinement emerge? 

…

How does this 
strongly-coupled 

fluid emerge?
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Ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions

Heavy-ion collisions provide a rich laboratory for physics
Hadronization and confinement 

Relativistic fluid properties 
The AdS/CFT correspondence 

Chiral symmetry restoration 
… 

Unforeseen physics that we may learn in such a rich system
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Jets in heavy-ion physics

A rare, high-Q2 scattering between two 
partons can produce a parton with a 
large transverse momentum, pT
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Jets in heavy-ion physics

A rare, high-Q2 scattering between two 
partons can produce a parton with a 
large transverse momentum, pT

As they propagate, the high-pT 
partons will fragment into a 
shower of partons, mostly via 
collinear gluon radiation 
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Jets in heavy-ion physics

A rare, high-Q2 scattering between two 
partons can produce a parton with a 
large transverse momentum, pT

When sufficient splittings have occurred such that 
the shower partons reach low enough energy, the 
coupling becomes large and the partons hadronize 

As they propagate, the high-pT 
partons will fragment into a 
shower of partons, mostly via 
collinear gluon radiation 
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Jets in heavy-ion physics

This collimated collection of final state particles, grouped according 
to a chosen jet clustering algorithm, is referred to as a jet

A rare, high-Q2 scattering between two 
partons can produce a parton with a 
large transverse momentum, pT

When sufficient splittings have occurred such that 
the shower partons reach low enough energy, the 
coupling becomes large and the partons hadronize 

As they propagate, the high-pT 
partons will fragment into a 
shower of partons, mostly via 
collinear gluon radiation 
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Use jets to study the quark-gluon plasma 
• The past: Jet suppression as proof of the QGP 
• The goal: Learn about the structure of the hot QCD medium 

by understanding how jets interact with it 

Jets in heavy-ion physics

Jets are produced early in the heavy-ion 
collision, and propagate through the QGP 

Jet production is calculable in pQCD 

Jets are sensitive to a wide range of scales 

Jets allow a rich set of observables to be 
constructed
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The basic idea is simple: Compare jet observables in heavy-
ion collisions to those in proton-proton collisions 

In practice: 
• Which observables? 
• How to disentangle background? 
• How to address multi-stage and multi-scale evolution? 
• How to compare experiment to theory? 
• …

!26

Jets in heavy-ion physics

Yen-Jie Lee (MIT) 

Probe the QGP with high energy quarks and gluons 

2 

PP PbPb#

medium&

Increased rate of  
asymmetric dijets 

in central PbPb collisions 

Quenched Energy Flow for Dijets with CMS 

Y.J. Lee, CMS
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Jasmine Brewer (MIT) 4

Key question: compare A-A jets to which p-p jets?

• Standard answer: 
match final 
(reconstructed) !"
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What have we learned about jet modification?

1. Jet yields are suppressed
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Jasmine Brewer, HP2018

Inclusive jet measurements 
show that jets in central 
Pb-Pb collisions lose on 
average ~10-20% of their 
energy, depending on pT,jet 
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What have we learned about jet modification?

1. Jet yields are suppressed

Inclusive jet measurements 
show that jets in central 
Pb-Pb collisions lose on 
average ~10-20% of their 
energy, depending on pT,jet 

The energy loss fraction 
gradually decreases as 
pT,jet increases
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Yen-Jie Lee (MIT) 

Missing pT
|| 

? ?

φ1�

φ2�

φdijet  
 ½(φ1 + (π-φ2)) 

φi, pT
i 

What is the multiplicity and  
pT spectra of the particles that 
balance the lost pT?  

17 Quenched Energy Flow for Dijets with CMS 

Dijet axis 

Charged particle 
azimuthal angle 

Projection to dijet axis 
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What have we learned about jet modification?

Di-jets with large pT imbalance have an 
excess of soft particles at large angle 

The origin of this effect remains debated

2. Soft energy is distributed to large angles 

Yen-Jie Lee (MIT) 5 

Tracks in 
the jet cone 
ΔR<0.8 

Tracks out of 
the jet cone 
ΔR>0.8 

CMS 

PRC&84&(2011)&024906&

Significant energy flow out of the jet cone 

Quenched Energy Flow for Dijets with CMS 

Phys. Rev. C 84, 024906 AJ =
pT,1 − pT,2

pT,1 + pT,2
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Yen-Jie Lee (MIT)

Parton Shower Dependence of Jet Quenching

17Highlights from CMS

Ideally, different phase space correspond to different physics…

Cartoon

pT,2 pT,1

Parton energy loss depends on its “shower history” inside QGP

Subjet momentum sharing Zg

Subjet opening angle ΔR

!30

What have we learned about jet modification?
3. The fragmentation pattern of a jet impacts modification 

B. Gluon-like jets lose more 
energy than quark-like jets

A. Jets with wide-angle hard 
splittings lose more energy than 
jets with collinear hard splittings

Small-radius jet shapes in pp and Pb–Pb collisions at ALICE ALICE Collaboration
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Fig. 6: Fully corrected jet shape distributions in 0–10% central Pb–Pb collisions at
p

sNN = 2.76 TeV for R = 0.2
in the range of jet p

ch
T,jet of 40–60 GeV/c. The results are compared to PYTHIA. The coloured boxes represent the

uncertainty on the jet shape (upper panels) and its propagation to the ratio (lower panels).
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The jet core becomes more 
collimated and harder-fragmenting

Small-radius jet shapes in pp and Pb–Pb collisions at ALICE ALICE Collaboration

between the integrals of the fragmentation functions in Pb–Pb and pp collisions.72

The third category of jet shape observables uses the clustering history to select certain parts of the par-73

ticle shower using well-defined jet clustering techniques, for instance grooming [18, 19], to amplify or74

suppress a region of the splitting phase space where medium-induced effects are expected. Examples are75

the 2-subjetiness [20] or the soft drop subjet momentum balance, zg [21,22], designed to explore changes76

in the rate of 2-prong jets and the momentum balance of semi-hard subjets in heavy-ion collisions rel-77

ative to pp collisions respectively. New ideas and applications for this third category of jet shapes are78

being discussed in the literature for beyond Standard Model searches and QCD studies in pp as well as79

heavy-ion collisions.80

The shapes analysed in this paper belong to the second category and are described in detail in Section 2.81

They probe complementary aspects of the jet fragmentation such as the transverse energy profile or the82

dispersion of the jet constituents transverse momentum distribution. Our aim was to perform a systematic83

exploration of the intrajet distributions to pose constraint on key aspects of the theory of jet quenching.84

A clean connection to the theory was pursued via the selection of observables that are well defined85

and calculable from first principles in pQCD and via the full correction of the observables to particle86

level. The considered small resolution R = 0.2 and ALICE instrumental capabilities allowed us to obtain87

fully corrected particle-level jet measurements, in a unique range at the LHC of low momentum and88

low constituent cutoff of 0.15 GeV/c. Our measurements give insight on whether the jet substructure is89

resolved by the medium at small angular scales and on the role of the medium response.90

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 3 presents the data sets and event selection used91

for the analysis, Sections 4 and 5 describe the jet finding procedure and the underlying event subtraction,92

while Sections 6 and 7 present the response of the shapes to detector effects and background fluctuations93

and the 2-dimensional unfolding procedure that simultaneously corrects the shape and jet pT distribu-94

tions. Section 8 describes the different contributions to the systematic uncertainty and finally, Section 995

presents the fully corrected results and their interpretation with comparisons to theoretical models.96

2 The set of jet shape observables97

In this analysis, we focus on three jet shape observables that probe complementary aspects of the jet98

fragmentation, namely the first radial moment or angularity (or girth), g, the momentum dispersion,99

pTD, and the difference between the leading and sub-leading track transverse momentum, LeSub.100

The angularity is defined as101

g = Â
i2jet

pT,i

pT,jet
DRjet,i, (1)

where pT,i is the transverse momentum of the i-th constituent and DRjet,i is the distance in (h , j) space102

between constituent i and the jet axis. This shape is sensitive to the radial energy profile of the jet.103

The momentum dispersion pTD is defined as104

pTD =

q
Âi2jet p

2
T,i

Âi2jet pT,i
. (2)

This shape measures the second moment of the constituent pT distribution in the jet and is connected to105

how hard or soft the jet fragmentation is. For example, in the extreme case of few constituents carrying a106

large fraction of the jet momentum, pTD will be close to 1, while in the case of jets with a large number107

of constituents and softer momentum, pTD would end up closer to 0.108

The two previous shapes are related to the moments of the so-called generalized angularities defined as:109

l k
b = Âi(

pT,i
pT,jet

)k(
DRjet,i

R
)b [23]. The number of jet constituents corresponds to (k ,b ) = (0,0), the square110

2

Radial 
moment
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1 Note for the reviewers: list of plots requesting perliminary58

The requested preliminary plots are the following:59

– pp Unfolded results, zg, Rg and nSD (Fig 24)60

– Performance of background subtraction plots for zg (Fig 30)61

– 4 plots for Raw inclusive zg distributions in PbPb for different Rg cuts, Fig 3362

– Pythia Lund Diagram Fig. 3763

– Iterative Lund diagram for Embedded and True difference 3864

– Iterative Lund diagrams for difference of Data and Embedded with SD cutoff 4165

– Iterative Lund diagrams for difference of pp data and PYTHIA with SD cutoff and only the 1st66

splitting 4267

– nSD in PbPb compared to the embedded reference (47)68

2 Introduction69

3 Definition of the SoftDrop Algorithm and Rg70

The analysis detailed in this note centres around the use of the SoftDrop [1, 2] jet grooming algorithm71

in order to study jet substructure. Jets identified using the anti-kT algorithm with FastJet are passed to72

the SoftDrop method, also within FastJet, where the grooming procedure is performed. Grooming is73

performed by first reclustering the jet with a defined clustering algorithm (default - Cambridge-Aachen)74

and unwinding the cluster sequence one step. This unwinding results in the last two jet components75

to be clustered in the sequence. The pT fraction of the two subjets (z Eq. 1) is then compared to the76

condition in equation 2. If the measured z of the two subjets fails to meet this criterion then the softer of77

the two is dropped and the other is unwound once more back along the cluster sequence. The procedure78

is repeated until the criterion is satisfied at which point the value of z between these two subjets becomes79

the groomed momentum fraction zg80

z =
min(pT,1, pT,2)

pT,1 + pT,2
(1)

z > zcut

⇣
Rg

R0

⌘b
(2)

The jet shape Rg is the h-f distance between the two subjet axes that satisfy the SoftDrop condition.81

This distance is defined by82

Rg =
q
(hsubjet,1 �hsubjet,2)2 +(fsubjet,1 �fsubjet,2)2 (3)

Also considered in this analysis are the number of groomed branches which is simply the number of83

softer subjets that are dropped in order to find a sufficiently hard splitting that satisfies the SoftDrop84

condition and the groomed-pT fraction which is defined as the ratio of the groomed jet pT (pT,1 + pT,2)85

and the original jet pT.86

Re-cluster a jet into two 
sub-jets, and examine 
their momentum share
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What have we learned about jet modification?

The jet mass in Pb-Pb for R = 0.4 measured by ALICE 
may be highly sensitive to medium recoil

4. Medium recoil is important to understand

First measurement of jet mass in Pb–Pb and p–Pb collisions ALICE Collaboration

Fig. 10: Fully-corrected jet mass distribution for anti-kT jets with R= 0.4 in the 10% most central Pb–Pb
collisions compared to PYTHIA with tune Perugia 2011 and predictions from the jet quenching event
generators (JEWEL and Q-PYTHIA). Statistical uncertainties are not shown for the model calculations.
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Fig. 11: Fully-corrected mean jet mass compared to PYTHIA Perugia2011 and the jet quenching event
generators (JEWEL and Q-PYTHIA) for anti-kT jets with R = 0.4 in the 10% most central Pb–Pb colli-
sions.

is compatible with the PYTHIA expectation at the two center-of-mass energies within systematic uncer-
tainties. A hint of a difference within statistical uncertainties only in the ratio and in the mean jet mass in
the lowest pT,ch jet range is of interest to motivate further work on reducing the systematic uncertainties
in order to increase the precision in jet mass measurements as well as pursuing more differential studies,
for example with respect to hard fragmenting jets. The fully-corrected results are consistent with the
observation based on detector level comparison with PYTHIA embedded jets. The measured jet mass
in Pb–Pb collisions is not reproduced by the quenching models considered in this letter and is found
to be consistent with PYTHIA vacuum expectations within systematic uncertainties. These results are
consistent with previous measurements of jet shapes at the LHC [20, 62].

The observed suppression of jet yields in the presence of a dense medium, RAA < 1 [63], is interpreted
as due to radiated partons lost or scattered out of the jet cone. Therefore, one reconstructs a subset of the
entire parton shower within a jet with resolution parameter 0.4. In the extreme case that only the leading
parton were to escape the medium, and then shower in vacuum, one would reconstruct the mass of the
leading parton at the point of exit. Since also the virtuality evolution of the parton shower is modified
in the presence of jet quenching, one would expect in such a scenario that the escaping (reconstructed)

15

Phys. Lett. B776 (2018) 249-264

As a jet propagates through the medium, it induces 
medium particles to flow in the direction of the jet
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Measuring jets in ALICE

ALICE reconstructs jets at mid-
rapidity (           ) in pp, p-Pb, Pb-Pb 
collisions at  

Charged particle jets (charged jets) 
• High-precision tracking down 

to  

Jets (full jets) 
• Addition of particle information 

from the EM calorimeter down 
to 

η < 0.7
sNN = 2.76 − 13 TeV

pT,track = 150 MeV/c

pT,cluster = 300 MeV/c
EMCal    acceptance: 108°φ
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Measuring jets in ALICE

Most ALICE jet measurements use charged particle jets 

Today, I will focus on full jets (charged + neutral) 

• Full jets allow a direct comparison to theory 

• But significant experimental complication! 
• And reduced statistics due to limited coverage
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Inclusive jet measurement in pp, Pb-Pb at 

!34

Measuring jets in ALICE

Most ALICE jet measurements use charged particle jets 

Today, I will focus on full jets (charged + neutral) 

• Full jets allow a direct comparison to theory 

• But significant experimental complication! 
• And reduced statistics due to limited coverage 

1. Measure jet RAA for R=0.2-0.4 
2. Measure Pb-Pb jet cross-section ratio 

sNN = 5.02 TeV
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How well do we understand jet RAA?

Can we distinguish jet energy 
loss models using jet RAA? 

• All models have strong 
quenching, decreasing 
with pT 

• There are slight 
differences in the absolute 
level of quenching, and 
the pT-dependence of 
quenching

ATLAS jet RAA measurement at 
5.02 TeV from pT = 100-1000 GeV

What about at low pT?        Strongest pT-dependence

High precision!

arxiv 1805.05424
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How well do we understand jet RAA?
Can we distinguish the R-dependence of jet energy loss?

Provided by Dani Pablos
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Figure 7. Inclusive jet nuclear modification factors RAA in Pb+Pb central events in
Jewel+Pythia for different jet radii R and including medium response with 4MomSub.
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for central Pb+Pb central events in Jewel+Pythia. The green line represents Jewel+Pythia

without medium response while the blue and red lines show the result including medium response
with 4MomSub and GridSub1 respectively.
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Jewel+Pythia. The green line represents Jewel+Pythia without medium response while the
blue and red lines show the result including medium response with 4MomSub and GridSub1 re-
spectively.

and relative azimuthal angle ��12, respectively. Here, the leading jet is required to have

– 12 –

JHEP 1707 (2017) 141

JEWEL Hybrid model

• Do we recover induced gluon radiation and/or medium recoil?    
(Less suppression as R increases) 

• Or do smaller R jets tend to be more collimated, and therefore less 
quenched? (More suppression as R increases)
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Can we achieve sufficient experimental precision to distinguish 
whether jet RAA increases or decreases with jet R?
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JHEP 03 (2014) 013  
• ALICE charged jets  

• No modification in ratio 
R=0.2/R=0.3 

• CMS jet RAA 
• No significant modification 

R=0.2-0.4 
• ATLAS RCP 

• Significant modification for 
R=0.2-0.5 

• Jet shapes (ALICE, CMS) 
show modification, hadron-
jet coincidence measurement 
(ALICE) shows no significant 
intra-jet broadening from 
R=0.2-0.5, …

Do measurements show an R-dependence?
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• ALICE charged jets  
• No significant modification 

R=0.2/R=0.3 
• CMS jet RAA 

• No significant 
modification R=0.2-0.4 

• ATLAS RCP 
• Significant modification for 

R=0.2-0.5 
• Jet shapes (ALICE, CMS) 

show modification, hadron-
jet coincidence measurement 
(ALICE) shows no significant 
intra-jet broadening from 
R=0.2-0.5, …

Phys. Rev. C 96 (2017) 015202

Do measurements show an R-dependence?
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Figure 7: Left: RCP in the 0–10% centrality bin as a function of jet radius for four bins of jet pT. Right: RCP as a function
of jet radius for four centrality bins for the pT interval 89 < pT < 103 GeV. The error bars indicate statistical errors from the
unfolding; the shaded boxes indicate point-to-point systematic errors that are only partially correlated. The solid lines indicate
systematic errors that are fully correlated between all points. The horizontal width of the systematic error band is chosen for
presentation purposes only. Dotted lines indicate RCP = 0.5, and the dashed lines on the top panels indicate RCP = 1.

9. Results

Figure 5 shows the RCP values obtained for
R = 0.2 and R = 0.4 jets as a function of pT in
four bins of collision centrality with three di↵erent
error contributions: statistical uncertainties, par-
tially correlated systematic uncertainties, and fully
correlated uncertainties. The RCP values for all
centralities and for both jet radii are observed to
have at most a weak variation with pT. For the
0–10% centrality bin the RCP values for both jet
radii show a factor of about two suppression in the
1/Ncoll-scaled jet yield. For more peripheral colli-
sions, RCP increases at all jet pT relative to central
collisions, with the RCP values reaching 0.9 for the
50–60% centrality bin. A more detailed evaluation
of the centrality dependence of RCP for R = 0.4 jets
is presented in Fig. 6, which shows RCP vs Npart for
six jet pT bins. RCP decreases monotonically with
increasing Npart for all pT bins. The lower pT bins,
for which the data are more statistically precise,
show a variation of RCP with Npart that is most
rapid at low Npart. Trends similar to those shown
in Figs. 5 and 6 are observed for all jet radii.

The dependence of RCP on jet radius is shown in
Fig. 7 for the 0–10% centrality bin in four jet pT in-
tervals (left) and for di↵erent centrality bins in the
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Figure 8: Ratios of RCP values between R = 0.3, 0.4 and
0.5 jets and R = 0.2 jets as a function of pT in the 0–10%
centrality bin. The error bars show statistical uncertainties
(see text). The shaded boxes indicate partially correlated
systematic errors. The lines indicate systematic errors that
are fully correlated between di↵erent pT bins.

89 < pT < 103 GeV bin (right). For this figure,
the shaded boxes indicate the combined contribu-
tion of systematic uncertainties due to regulariza-
tion, xini, and e�ciency, which are only partially
correlated between points. All other systematic er-

13

Phys. Lett. B 719 (2013) 220-241
• ALICE charged jets  

• No significant modification 
R=0.2/R=0.3 

• CMS jet RAA 
• No significant modification 

R=0.2-0.4 
• ATLAS RCP 

• Significant modification 
for R=0.2-0.5 

• Jet shapes (ALICE, CMS) 
show modification, hadron-
jet coincidence measurement 
(ALICE) shows no significant 
intra-jet broadening from 
R=0.2-0.5, …

Do measurements show an R-dependence?
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• ALICE charged jets  
• No significant modification 

R=0.2/R=0.3 
• CMS jet RAA 

• No significant modification 
R=0.2-0.4 

• ATLAS RCP 
• Significant modification for 

R=0.2-0.5 
• Jet shapes (ALICE, CMS) 

show modification, hadron-
jet coincidence measurement 
(ALICE) shows no significant 
intra-jet broadening from 
R=0.2-0.5, …
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Figure 7: Left: RCP in the 0–10% centrality bin as a function of jet radius for four bins of jet pT. Right: RCP as a function
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unfolding; the shaded boxes indicate point-to-point systematic errors that are only partially correlated. The solid lines indicate
systematic errors that are fully correlated between all points. The horizontal width of the systematic error band is chosen for
presentation purposes only. Dotted lines indicate RCP = 0.5, and the dashed lines on the top panels indicate RCP = 1.

9. Results

Figure 5 shows the RCP values obtained for
R = 0.2 and R = 0.4 jets as a function of pT in
four bins of collision centrality with three di↵erent
error contributions: statistical uncertainties, par-
tially correlated systematic uncertainties, and fully
correlated uncertainties. The RCP values for all
centralities and for both jet radii are observed to
have at most a weak variation with pT. For the
0–10% centrality bin the RCP values for both jet
radii show a factor of about two suppression in the
1/Ncoll-scaled jet yield. For more peripheral colli-
sions, RCP increases at all jet pT relative to central
collisions, with the RCP values reaching 0.9 for the
50–60% centrality bin. A more detailed evaluation
of the centrality dependence of RCP for R = 0.4 jets
is presented in Fig. 6, which shows RCP vs Npart for
six jet pT bins. RCP decreases monotonically with
increasing Npart for all pT bins. The lower pT bins,
for which the data are more statistically precise,
show a variation of RCP with Npart that is most
rapid at low Npart. Trends similar to those shown
in Figs. 5 and 6 are observed for all jet radii.

The dependence of RCP on jet radius is shown in
Fig. 7 for the 0–10% centrality bin in four jet pT in-
tervals (left) and for di↵erent centrality bins in the
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centrality bin. The error bars show statistical uncertainties
(see text). The shaded boxes indicate partially correlated
systematic errors. The lines indicate systematic errors that
are fully correlated between di↵erent pT bins.

89 < pT < 103 GeV bin (right). For this figure,
the shaded boxes indicate the combined contribu-
tion of systematic uncertainties due to regulariza-
tion, xini, and e�ciency, which are only partially
correlated between points. All other systematic er-
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Phys. Lett. B 719 (2013) 220-241

Measurements do not 
provide a clear picture

Do measurements show an R-dependence?

There is no measurement of 
R-dependence at 5.02 TeV
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Analysis strategy

• Four main pieces to the analysis: 
• Reconstruct the jet pT from tracks and EMCal clusters 
• Reject the combinatorial background 
• Correct the jet pT for detector and resolution effects 
• Correct for the jet reconstruction efficiency and kinematic 

efficiency 

• Improvements relative to the 2.76 TeV ALICE analysis 
• Extend to R=0.4 

• Allows examination of modification to jet shape 
• Refine analysis technique 

• Better understanding of our tracking and calorimetry 
• Utilization of embedding-based jet pT correction
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Analysis strategy — jet reconstruction

Finally, we reconstruct jets with the anti-kT 
jet clustering algorithm with R = 0.2, 0.4

3.2 Jet reconstruction

3.2.1 Jet clustering

In the ALICE scheme of full jet reconstruction, we must combine tracking information and

EMCal information to measure the “full” jet energy. In this way, we can measure charged

particles in the tracking system (⇡±, K±, p±, e±, µ±), and also measure the majority of

neutral particles (�, including direct photons and decay photons mostly from ⇡0) in the

EMCal. We fail, however, to reliably measure K0
L or n/n, since these can only interact

hadronically, and the EMCal is too thin to consistently measure them. Our strategy is to

model these missing neutral particles via Pythia in order to report a result containing the

full jet energy. In order to account for the fact that charged particles also deposit energy in

the EMCal, we follow the approach taken in [65] to employ a hadronic correction method

in which tracks and clusters are geometrically matched, and if a cluster has one or more

matched tracks, ptrack
T is subtracted from pcluster

T as described in Section 3.1.

Jets are constructed using the anti-kT sequential recombination algorithm. The jet

constituents are then combined using the pT recombination scheme,5

pjet
T =

X

i

ptrack
T,i +

X

j

pcluster
T,j .

The tracking system directly measures ptrack
T . The calorimeter, however, measures the

energy of the cluster. The cluster energy Ecluster can be related to the transverse energy

Ecluster
T ⌘

q
p2
T + m2 by

Ecluster

Ecluster
T

= cosh ⌘.

We assume that clusters are massless, leading to:

pcluster
T =

Ecluster

cosh ⌘
,

5. Unlike the standard E-scheme, in which the four-vectors are combined to form a jet four-vector, the
pT-scheme imposes a re-scaling on the four-vectors to make the energy equal to the 3-momentum. For
ALICE, this is a natural scheme, since we directly measure ptrack

T , and we assume that clusters are massless
(the majority of them arise from photons).

68

First, we reconstruct charged tracks and EMCal clusters 
• A variety of calibrations and cuts are performed on these 

objects: track fitting requirements, EMCal energy calibrations, … 

We then propagate reconstructed tracks to 
the EMCal, and if they overlap geometrically 
with a cluster, the track pT is subtracted 
from the cluster pT
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Analysis strategy — background
Suppress combinatorial jets 
by requiring jets to contain 
a 5 GeV/c charged track

The average combinatorial 
background is subtracted 
from each jet event-by-event 
using the event-averaged 
background density
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i.e. pcluster
T can be obtained from the measured Ecluster and ⌘. We always use the hadronically-

corrected cluster energy in jet reconstruction.

Note that the ⌘, � values used in the jet finder are the ⌘, � at the EMCal for EMCal

clusters (i.e. we assume the clusters are neutral), and the initial ⌘, � at production for tracks.

The fact that we do not have exact knowledge of which particles should be clustered together

in the jet can cause the improper inclusion of charged particles that make a deposit in the

EMCal. In such cases, if the charged particle was successfully tracked, then its contribution

will anyway be removed by the hadronic correction – but if it is untracked, its pT will be

mistakenly clustered into the jet (e.g. an untracked electron which originated at an ⌘, �

outside of the jet cone). The response matrix in Section 3.4 takes this e↵ect into account,

however.

3.2.2 Background subtraction

The background density ⇢ is determined each event, and used to subtract the average

background from each jet in that event:

pjet
T,corr = pjet

T � ⇢A.

To determine ⇢ for full jets, we are unable to directly compute the full-jet pT-density in the

calorimeters, since the partial acceptance of the calorimeters admits only a small number

of jets per event [65]. Instead, to compute ⇢ in each event, we first find R = 0.4 kT charged

jets, and exclude the two leading jets from the collection. We then compute the median

pT-density of the remaining sample:

⇢charged = med

✓
pi
T

Ai

◆
.

The full-jet pT-density is then determined by measuring the ratio of possible jet constituents

in full jets compared to charged jets. Specifically, we apply a scaling factor s:

s (C) =

⇣P
pcalo

T,track + Ecalo
T,cluster

⌘
/Acalo

P
pTPC

T,track/ATPC

69
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Analysis strategy — jet pT correction
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The measured jet pT must be corrected for detector effects (tracking 
efficiency, bad channels, …) and smearing by background fluctuations 

We deconvolute or “unfold” the jet pT spectrum for the detector response 
and background fluctuations by building a response matrix embedding 
Pythia8 events into Pb-Pb data 

- Properly accounts for centrality-dependent detector effects 
- Corrects for any residual background contribution

Jet energy resolutionResponse Matrix

Pb-PbPb-Pb
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Analysis strategy — efficiency corrections

There are two further efficiency corrections we must apply:
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Figure 3.25: Left: Mean jet energy scale shift for R = 0.2 jets in pp. Right: Jet energy
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GeV/c leading charged track requirement is imposed at both truth-level and det-level.
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Figure 3.26: Left: Jet energy resolution for R = 0.2 jets in pp. Right: Jet reconstruction
e�ciency for R = 0.2 jets in pp. Note that both the det-level and truth-level jets have a 5
GeV/c charged particle requirement.

the pp case. Figure 3.28 shows the jet energy resolution and the jet reconstruction e�ciency

for R = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 jets, where we require the truth-level jet to contain a 5 GeV/c charged

particle. At low pT, the JER is dominated by background fluctuations (which leads to broad

JER), while at high pT the JER is dominated by detector e↵ects. Note that the Pb–Pb jet

reconstruction e�ciency is slightly smaller than pp jet reconstruction e�ciency; Section 3.4

contains a detailed description of how the jet reconstruction e�ciency is computed.
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to 6%, depending on pT. The inclusive hadron RAA analysis computed a correction to

the Pythia tracking e�ciency by re-weighting according to measured particle compositions

(section 2.3.2 of [75]). However, it has been shown that the strangeness content within jets

is significantly smaller than the inclusive strangeness content, by a factor ⇡ 5 � 10. We

therefore ignore this e↵ect.

We assume that the combinatorial background has negligible impact from the pp event,

and therefore we compute the event-by-event ⇢ch using only Pb–Pb tracks, and we apply

the background scale factor obtained in Pb–Pb MB data.

We then perform jet finding on the hybrid event at detector-level, as well as the pp

truth-level. We employ a geometrical matching procedure between the hybrid jets and

particle-level jets: If an R = 0.2 accepted hybrid jet and an accepted probe jet are within

R < 0.25, and they are both the closest jets to each other, then the jets are matched,

and the response matrix is incremented at
⇣
pjet
T,det, p

jet
T,gen

⌘
. For R = 0.3 and R = 0.4

jets, we use R < 0.35 and R < 0.45, respectively. Note that the matching candidates

consist of “accepted” jets, i.e. those satisfying the leading track requirement. This leading

track requirement nullifies the need for further criteria such as a shared momentum fraction

requirement in order to generate unique and accurate matches.

Jet reconstruction e�ciency and jet matching e�ciency

We must also compute the e�ciency of successfully reconstructing accepted jets, known as

the jet reconstruction e�ciency. In particular, we would like to compute the e�ciency to

reconstruct true jets with a 5 GeV/c leading charged hadron bias. This quantity will be

used to correct the unfolded spectrum for the fact that we fail to measure a certain fraction

of jets. The jet reconstruction e�ciency can be computed as

"
⇣
pjet
T,gen

⌘
=

Nmatched

⇣
pjet
T,gen

⌘

Ntruth

⇣
pjet
T,gen

⌘ ,

where Nmatched is the number of accepted detector-level jets matched to accepted probe jets

(where the probe jets are also required to contain a 5 GeV/c leading charged hadron) out of

Ntruth probe jets (also with the 5 GeV/c leading charged hadron requirement). Note that
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Figure 3.40: Left: Kinematic e�ciency for R = 0.2 jets for the range pjet
T,det 2 [20, 120]

GeV/c. Right: Kinematic e�ciency for R = 0.4 jets for the range pjet
T,det 2 [35, 120] GeV/c.

but it does not work correctly when two “real” jets overlap (which sometimes occurs in the

measured data), since the unfolding procedure conserves the number of jets. Since this is

the case, we want to exclude the possibility of unfolding a real-real jet overlap to the low-pT

jet (e.g. to unfold a pjet
T,det = 100 GeV/c to pjet

T,gen = 5 GeV/c). However, this possibility

only contributes significantly for very small pjet
T,gen, and we already impose pjet

T,gen > 5 GeV/c

by the leading hadron requirement, so we can safely neglect this possibility.

3.4.2 Performing the unfolding

With the response matrix generated in the embedding procedure, we wish to unfold the

measured Pb-Pb jet spectrum in order to produce a truth-level quenched spectrum.

The unfolded result is produced over the full unfolded range ptruth
T 2

h
pgen

T,min, pgen
T,max

i
.

However, we intend to report the result only over a limited range of pT over which we believe

the input data meaningfully constrains the unfolded result. That is, we want the kinematic

e�ciency to be reasonably large, and we want to be confident we are in a region una↵ected

by combinatorial jets. This is mainly important at the low-pT edge, where the kinematic

e�ciency becomes small, and the MC correction is correspondingly large (and sensitive to

feed-in due to the steeply falling spectrum). We expect this to be approximately at the

average truth-level pT corresponding to the minimum pjet
T,det. The sensitivity of the various

selected ranges will be addressed in Section 3.5.

We employ the SVD unfolding algorithm [73], in which the inverse of the response matrix
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Jet reconstruction efficiency Kinematic efficiency
Probability to successfully reconstruct a jet at 

detector-level (including leading track 
requirement), given a truth-level jet 

Probability to successfully reconstruct a jet 
within the measured detector-level pT range, 

given a truth-level jet at a given pT
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Results — pp jet cross-section

We measure the inclusive pp jet cross-section for pT,jet = 20-140 GeV/c 
at 5.02 TeV as a reference for jet RAA

Eliane Epple + JM
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The measurement is consistent with POWHEG + Pythia8

Results — pp jet cross-section Eliane Epple + JM
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Results — Pb-Pb jet spectra

We measure the Pb-Pb jet spectrum in 0-10% centrality 
for pT,jet = 40-140 GeV/c

Publication in preparation
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Results — Jet RAA

The first full jet RAA measurement at pT,jet < 100 GeV/c at 5.02 TeV 

Similar suppression observed in R=0.2 and R=0.4

Publication in preparation
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ALICE R=0.4 jet RAA is consistent with ATLAS R=0.4 jet RAA 

Results — Jet RAA

arxiv 1805.05424
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ALICE full jet RAA at 
5.02 TeV is similar to 
2.76 TeV for R=0.2, 
with hint of increase

Results — Jet RAA
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Measurements compared to theoretical predictions:

Results — Jet RAA

LBT provided in arxiv:1809.02525 
    PRC 91 (0549098) 

      
SCETG provided by Haitao Li 
    arxiv:1801.00008 
    PLB 769 (242)

Hybrid model provided by Daniel Pablos 
    JHEP 10 (2014) 19        JHEP 03 (2016) 53  
    JHEP 03 (2017) 135      JHEP 03 (2018) 10 

JEWEL (generated internally) 
    JHEP 03 (2013) 80        JHEP 07 (2017) 141 
    EPJ C (2016) 76:695 
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All models qualitatively describe the RAA 

But quantitatively, most models have slight tension with the data 

Results — Jet RAA Publication in preparation
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Results: Jet cross-section ratio

The ratio of jet cross-
sections R=0.2 / R=0.4 
in pp provides a 
baseline for Pb-Pb 

In pp, the jet cross-
section ratio is also 
useful to disentangle 
hadronization and 
underlying event effects

Eliane Epple + JM
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Results: Jet cross-section ratio

No modification in 
Pb-Pb is observed 
compared to pp 

Generally consistent 
with previous 
measurements at 
2.76 TeV showing 
no significant 
modification in 
R~0.2-0.4

Publication in preparation
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Results: Jet cross-section ratio

No modification in 
Pb-Pb is observed 
compared to pp 

Models predict 
some modification, 
but our resolution is 
not good enough to 
distinguish them

Publication in preparation
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Summary

We have measured the level of inclusive full jet suppression in 
heavy-ion collisions at low-pT for                         , as well as 
the R-dependence of the suppression  

• Jet RAA shows strong suppression and significant pT-
dependence at low pT 

• Jet RAA and the jet cross-section ratio show no significant 
dependence on R for R=0.2-0.4 

Several models exhibit slight tension with the jet RAA 
• However, the models use different input spectra, different 

medium evolution, different hadronization, different leading track 
biases, and different ways of fixing model parameters… 

• What does it mean for a model to be “consistent” or 
“inconsistent” with measured RAA?

sNN = 5.02 TeV
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Outlook

Big picture questions remain in heavy-ion jet physics: 
1. Can we converge on a description of jet energy loss in deconfined QCD 

matter? 
2. Does deconfined QCD matter contain quasiparticles? If so what are they? 

Rich program ahead as we try to answer these questions: 
• Search for quasiparticles with large-angle scatterings 
• Jet substructure 
• Heavy-flavor jets 
• …

Multiple avenues to explore jet modification in new 
ways and greater detail, and a big boost in Pb-Pb 

statistics coming by the end of 2018!



Thank you!
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Charged particle jets and full jets are consistent

Results — Jet RAA
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R=0.2 / R=0.3 jet cross-section ratio

ALI-PREL-159657
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What have we learned about jet modification?

No jet suppression is 
observed in p-Pb

1. Jet yields are suppressed
Phys.Lett. B783 (2018) 95-11

Constraints on jet quenching in p–Pb collisions ALICE Collaboration

Figure 2, right panels, show the ratio of recoil jet distributions for the two TT classes. For p
reco,ch
T,jet ⇠ 0

the two distributions agree within ⇠ 10% for both values of R. This is consistent with the expecta-
tion that yield in this region arises predominantly from processes that are uncorrelated with the trigger
hadron [22]. At larger p

reco,ch
T,jet , the distribution for TT{12,50} exceeds that for TT{6,7}. This depen-

dence of the recoil distribution on pT,trig is expected from QCD-based considerations, since higher pT,trig
biases towards hard processes with higher Q

2 on average. This hardening of the semi-inclusive recoil
jet distribution with increasing pT,trig has indeed been observed in pp collisions at

p
s = 7 TeV, and in

theoretical calculations based on NLO pQCD and on PYTHIA [22].

The distribution of jet candidates that are uncorrelated with the trigger is independent of pT,trig by defi-
nition. The distribution of correlated recoil jets can therefore be measured using the Drecoil observable,
which is the difference of the two normalized recoil distributions [22],

Drecoil
�

p
ch
T,jet

�
=

1
Ntrig

d2
Njets

dp
ch
T,jet

����
pT,trig 2TTSig

� cRef · 1
Ntrig

d2
Njets

dp
ch
T,jet

����
pT,trig 2TTRef

, (5)

where TTSig and TTRef refer to Signal and Reference TT intervals, in this analysis corresponding to
TT{12,50} and TT{6,7} respectively. Drecoil is normalized per unit hjet, notation not shown.

The Reference spectrum in Drecoil is scaled by the factor cRef to account for the invariance of the jet
density with TT-class, as indicated by comparison of the spectrum integrals in Fig. 2 and the larger yield
of Signal spectrum at high p

reco,ch
T,jet [22]. The value of cRef in this analysis is taken as the ratio of the

Signal and Reference spectra in the bin 0 < p
reco,ch
T,jet < 1 GeV/c, as shown by the arrow in Fig. 2, right

panels. The value of cRef lies between 0.92 and 0.99 for the various spectra. Additional variation in the
value of cRef was used to assess systematic uncertainties.

We note that the TTRef distribution includes correlated recoil jet yield, so that the subtraction in Eq. 5
removes both the trigger-uncorrelated yield and the TTRef-correlated yield. The Drecoil observable is
therefore a differential, not absolute, measurement of the recoil spectrum [22], though the TTRef com-
ponent is significantly smaller than that in the TTSig component over most of the p

reco,ch
T,jet range. The

Drecoil distributions in Fig. 2 lie significantly below the TT-specific distributions for p
reco,ch
T,jet < 5 GeV/c

but agree with the TT{12,50} distribution within 15% for p
reco,ch
T,jet > 15 GeV/c. These features indicate

that the region of negative and small positive p
reco,ch
T,jet is dominated by uncorrelated jet yield, while the

region for large positive p
reco,ch
T,jet is dominated by recoil jet yield that is correlated with TTSig.

One contribution to uncorrelated background is jet yield due to Multiple Partonic Interactions (MPI),
which can occur when two independent high-Q2 interactions in the same p–Pb collision generate the
trigger hadron and a jet in the recoil acceptance. Since the two interactions are independent, the recoil
jet distribution generated by MPI will be independent of pT,trig, by definition, and will be removed from
Drecoil by the subtraction. No correction of Drecoil for the contribution of MPI is therefore needed in the
analysis.

The raw Drecoil distributions, such as those in Fig. 2, must still be corrected for jet momentum smearing
due to instrumental effects and local background fluctuations, and for jet reconstruction efficiency. Jet
quenching effects are measured by comparing the corrected Drecoil distributions for different EA classes,
and at different R.

6 Corrections

Corrections for instrumental effects and local background fluctuations are carried out using unfolding
methods [101–103]. The measured distribution DM

recoil is related to the true distribution DT
recoil by a linear

10
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The soft excess is 
also observed in 
the fragmentation 
function

!64

What have we learned about jet modification?

3. Soft energy is distributed to large angles 
arXiv 1805.05424

and
D(pT) ⌘

1
Njet

dnch
dpT
,

where pjet
T is the transverse momentum of the jet, nch is the number of charged particles in the jet, Njet is the

number of jets under consideration, and �R =
p
(�⌘)2 + (��)2 with �⌘ and �� defined as the di�erences

between the jet axis and the charged-particle direction in pseudorapidity and azimuth,1 respectively. In
order to quantify di�erences between Pb+Pb and pp collisions at the same collision energy, the ratios of
the fragmentation functions are measured:

RD(z) ⌘
D(z)PbPb
D(z)pp

,

and
RD(pT) ⌘

D(pT)PbPb
D(pT)pp

.

Relative to jets in pp collisions, it was found in Ref. [13] that jets in Pb+Pb collisions have an excess of
particles with transverse momentum below 4 GeV and an excess of particles carrying a large fraction of
the jet transverse momentum. At intermediate charged-particle pT, there is a suppression of the charged-
particle yield. At the same time, an excess of low-pT particles is observed for particles in a wide region
around the jet cone [14, 15]. These observations may indicate that the energy lost by jets through the jet
quenching process is being transferred to soft particles within and around the jet [16, 17]; measurements
of these soft particles have the potential to constrain the models describing such processes. A possible
explanation for the enhancement of particles carrying a large fraction of the jet momentum is that it is
related to the gluon-initiated jets losing more energy than quark-initiated jets. This leads to a higher
quark-jet fraction in Pb+Pb collisions than in pp collisions. The change in flavor composition, combined
with the di�erent shapes of the quark and gluon fragmentation functions [18] then lead to the observed
excess.

Proton–nucleus collisions, which do not generate a large amount of QGP, are used to di�erentiate between
initial- and final-state e�ects due to the QGP formed in Pb+Pb collisions. Fragmentation functions in
p+Pb collisions show no evidence of modification when compared with those in pp collisions [19]. Thus,
any modifications observed in Pb+Pb collisions can be attributed to the presence of the QGP rather than
to e�ects arising from the presence of the large nucleus.

The rapidity dependence of jet observables in Pb+Pb collisions is of great interest, in part because at
fixed pjet

T the fraction of quark jets increases with increasing |yjet | (see, for example, Refs. [18, 20]).
This makes the rapidity dependence of jet observables potentially sensitive to the di�erent interactions of
quarks and gluons with the QGP. Previous measurements of the rapidity dependence of jet fragmentation
functions at psNN = 2.76 TeV in Pb+Pb collisions found a rapidity dependence of the fragmentation
function modification with limited significance [13].

In this paper, the fragmentation functions and the RD(z) and RD(pT) ratios are measured in Pb+Pb and pp
collisions at 5.02 TeV using 0.49 nb�1 of Pb+Pb collisions and 25 pb�1 of pp collisions collected in 2015.

1 ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in the center of the
detector and the z-axis along the beam pipe. The x-axis points from the IP to the center of the LHC ring, and the y-axis
points upward. Cylindrical coordinates (r, �) are used in the transverse plane, � being the azimuthal angle around the
beam pipe. The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the polar angle ✓ as ⌘ = � ln tan(✓/2). The rapidity is defined as
y = 0.5 ln[(E + pz )/(E � pz )] where E and pz are the energy and the component of the momentum along the beam direction.
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1 Introduction

Ultra-relativistic nuclear collisions at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) produce hot dense matter called
the quark–gluon plasma (QGP); recent reviews can be found in Refs. [1, 2]. Hard-scattering processes
occurring in these collisions produce jets which traverse and interact with the QGP. The study of modifi-
cations of jet rates and properties in heavy-ion collisions compared to pp collisions provides information
about the properties of the QGP.

The rates of jet production are observed to be reduced by approximately a factor of two in lead–lead
(Pb+Pb) collisions at LHC energies compared to expectations from the jet production cross-sections
measured in pp interactions scaled by the nuclear overlap function of Pb+Pb collisions [3–5]. Similarly,
back-to-back dijet [6–8] and photon–jet pairs [9] are observed to have unbalanced transverse momentum
in Pb+Pb collisions compared to pp collisions. These observations imply that some of the energy of the
parton showering process is transferred outside of the jet through its interaction with the QGP. This has
been termed “jet quenching”.

The distribution of particles within the jet are a�ected by this mechanism of energy loss. Several related
observables sensitive to the properties of the medium can be constructed. Measurements of the jet
shape [10] and the fragmentation functions were made in 2.76 TeV Pb+Pb collisions [11–13]. In Ref. [13],
jet fragmentation functions are measured as a function of both the charged-particle transverse momentum,
pT, and the charged-particle longitudinal momentum fraction relative to the jet,

z ⌘ pT cos�R / pjet
T . (1)

The fragmentation functions are defined as:

D(z) ⌘ 1
Njet

dnch
dz
,

2
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What have we learned about jet modification?

However the radial moment and momentum dispersion for R=0.2 
jets in Pb-Pb does not appear to be sensitive to medium recoil

4. Medium recoil is important to understand

Small-radius jet shapes in pp and Pb–Pb collisions at ALICE ALICE Collaboration
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Fig. 7: Jet shape distributions in 0–10% central Pb–Pb collisions at
p

sNN = 2.76 TeV for R = 0.2 in range of jet
p

ch
T,jet of 40–60 GeV/c compared to quark and gluon vacuum generated jet shape distributions. The coloured boxes

represent the experimental uncertainty on the jet shapes.
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coloured boxes represent the experimental uncertainty on the jet shapes.
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Quark-gluon ratio

and gluon spectra over the pjetT range used in this
analysis.

A jet spectrum that consists of a mixture of quark
and gluon contributions can be represented in terms
of a sum of contributions each of the form of Eq. 1
or its extensions. However, for the purposes of this
paper, it will be convenient to express the combined
spectrum in terms of a quark fraction, fq0, specified
at pT0. Then a combined spectrum using power-law
forms can be written

dN

dpjetT

= A

"
fq0

 
pT0

pjetT

!nq

+
�
1� fq0

�
 
pT0

pjetT

!ng
#
,

(3)
where nq and ng are the quark and gluon power-
law indices, respectively. Since nq 6= ng, the quark

fraction will evolve as a function of pjetT according
to
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(4)

For the extended power-law parameterizations of
the spectra, the pjetT -dependent quark fraction looks
similar to that in Eq. 4 but with the addition of a

term, (�g � �q) log
⇣
pjetT /pT0

⌘
to the exponent in

the denominator. The pjetT dependence of the quark
fraction is shown in Fig. 2.

The PYTHIA8 D(z) distributions were obtained
using final-state charged hadrons located within an
angular radius, �R < 0.4, of reconstructed jets
having pjetT > 100 GeV. The resulting distribu-
tions are shown in Fig. 3 for the rapidity interval
|y| < 2.1. The quark D(z) distribution is notice-
ably harder than the gluon D(z) distribution, but is
also lower at intermediate z, in the range where the
D(z) distribution appears to be depleted in Pb+Pb
collisions.

For use in the analytic analysis, the D(z) distri-
butions were fit to functions of the form,

D(z) = a · (1 + dz)b

(1 + ez)c
· exp (�fz) (5)

which are similar to other commonly used parame-
terizations [20] with the addition of an exponential
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Figure 2: Jet quark fraction as a function of pjetT in the
di↵erent jet rapidity intervals used in this study. The points
show results obtained from PYTHIA8 simulations, the solid
lines represent results obtained from extended power-law fits
with the parameters shown in Table 1.

a b c d e f
quark 318 2.51 1.44 -0.85 52.4 0
gluon 574 1.87 2.32 9.09 32.0 10.3

Table 2: Parameters describing the fragmentation functions
extracted from PYTHIA8 using the procedures described in
the text for the functional form in Eq. 5.

term. That term is not used for the quark distribu-
tions, but it’s presence provides a more controlled
description of the gluon D(z) distribution. The re-
sults of the fits for the quark and gluon distributions
over |y| < 2.1 are shown in Fig. 3, and the ratios
of the fit to the PYTHIA8 D(z) distributions are
shown in the lower panels. The fits well describe the
simulated D(z) distributions with parameters that
are provided in Table 2. We note that the parame-
terization in Eq. 5 has a smooth extrapolation past
z = 1. The pQCD fragmentation function has no
contribution from z > 1, but when reconstructing
jets in PYTHIA8 and data, there are events having
two jets that are close enough that a high-pchT frag-
ment from the higher-energy jet can be associated
with the lower-energy jet possibly yielding a hadron
with z > 1. The D(z) distributions fall rapidly
above z = 1 so they have no practical importance,
though the continuity of the parameterization will
be relevant later in this paper.
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How	is	the	jet	core	modified?
The	Pb-Pb	results	agree	fairly	well	with	Pythia	quark	jets	
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Small-radius jet shapes in pp and Pb–Pb collisions at ALICE ALICE Collaboration
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Jet	substructure:	map	of	splittings in	vacuum
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Unwind	the	CA	clustering
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Groomed	jet	substructure
• Measurement	procedure	

1. Cluster	jets	with	the	anti-kT	algorithm,	
then	re-cluster	each	jet	using	the	C/A	
algorithm	
• This	produces	an	angularly	ordered	
tree,	similar	to	a	parton	shower	

2. Unwind	the	last	clustering	step	and	check	
the	Soft	Drop	condition:		

3. Discard	the	softer	sub-jet	and	repeat	

• The	resulting	hard	splittings	are	described	by:	
• nSD	is	the	number	of	splittings	that	pass	the	
Soft	Drop	condition	

• zg,	Rg	describe	the	momentum	fraction	and	
angular	separation	of	the	first	splitting
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1 Note for the reviewers: list of plots requesting perliminary58

The requested preliminary plots are the following:59

– pp Unfolded results, zg, Rg and nSD (Fig 24)60

– Performance of background subtraction plots for zg (Fig 30)61

– 4 plots for Raw inclusive zg distributions in PbPb for different Rg cuts, Fig 3362

– Pythia Lund Diagram Fig. 3763

– Iterative Lund diagram for Embedded and True difference 3864

– Iterative Lund diagrams for difference of Data and Embedded with SD cutoff 4165

– Iterative Lund diagrams for difference of pp data and PYTHIA with SD cutoff and only the 1st66

splitting 4267

– nSD in PbPb compared to the embedded reference (47)68

2 Introduction69

3 Definition of the SoftDrop Algorithm and Rg70

The analysis detailed in this note centres around the use of the SoftDrop [1, 2] jet grooming algorithm71

in order to study jet substructure. Jets identified using the anti-kT algorithm with FastJet are passed to72

the SoftDrop method, also within FastJet, where the grooming procedure is performed. Grooming is73

performed by first reclustering the jet with a defined clustering algorithm (default - Cambridge-Aachen)74

and unwinding the cluster sequence one step. This unwinding results in the last two jet components75

to be clustered in the sequence. The pT fraction of the two subjets (z Eq. 1) is then compared to the76

condition in equation 2. If the measured z of the two subjets fails to meet this criterion then the softer of77

the two is dropped and the other is unwound once more back along the cluster sequence. The procedure78

is repeated until the criterion is satisfied at which point the value of z between these two subjets becomes79

the groomed momentum fraction zg80

z =
min(pT,1, pT,2)

pT,1 + pT,2
(1)

z > zcut

⇣
Rg

R0

⌘b
(2)

The jet shape Rg is the h-f distance between the two subjet axes that satisfy the SoftDrop condition.81

This distance is defined by82

Rg =
q
(hsubjet,1 �hsubjet,2)2 +(fsubjet,1 �fsubjet,2)2 (3)

Also considered in this analysis are the number of groomed branches which is simply the number of83

softer subjets that are dropped in order to find a sufficiently hard splitting that satisfies the SoftDrop84

condition and the groomed-pT fraction which is defined as the ratio of the groomed jet pT (pT,1 + pT,2)85

and the original jet pT.86

We	use	
(zcut,	β)	=	(0.1,	0)

2 / Nuclear Physics A 00 (2018) 1–4

one step. The resulting pair of subjets are then considered and their momentum fraction, z, is calculated

as z = min(pT,1,pT,2)

pT,1+pT,2
, where pT,1 and pT,2 are the transverse momenta of the two subjets. If this momentum

fraction satisfies the grooming condition:

z > zcut

✓
�R
R0

◆�
(1)

then the splitting identified is considered su�ciently hard and the grooming procedure is stopped. If the

condition is not satisfied then the softer subjet is discarded and the clustering of the harder branch is unwound

an additional step; this process is repeated until a splitting satisfying (1) is found. The momentum fraction

at this stage is identified as the groomed momentum fraction zg. The angular separation of the two subjets,

as defined in ⌘ � ' space, is another important parameter of the splitting and is assigned as the groomed

radius Rg =
q

(⌘subjet,1 � ⌘subjet,2)2 + ('subjet,1 � 'subjet,2)2. Reclustering with the CA algorithm is designed

to replicate the angular ordering of QCD vacuum splittings and, to leading order, the measurement of zg in

vacuum reproduces the Altarelli-Parisi splitting functions.

In addition to studying the parameters of the leading hard splitting of jets the number of them that arise

in the evolution of the jet can help identify any additional splittings occurring due to the presence of the

medium. To count the number of splittings, the grooming is continued past the first splitting to satisfy (1)

and, following the hardest branch at each stage, the total number that pass the condition are counted and

assigned as nSD.

1.2. The Lund Plane
A very useful representation of the splittings is the Lund kinematical diagram. The Lund diagram

represents the 1! 2 splitting process of a parton on the two axes as shown in Fig.1. The axes reflect the

gluon emission probability given by:

dP = 2
↵sCi

⇡
dlog(z✓)dlog

1

✓
, (2)

where ✓ is the aperture angle of the splitting and Ci is the colour factor for a gluon radiated o↵ an initial

quark (Ci = CF) or gluon (Ci = Nc).

Representing the phase space of splittings in this way allows one to isolate regions where di↵erent

medium-induced mechanisms are expected to contribute to the modification of the parton shower splitting

function. As it can be seen in Fig. 1 (left) the region where soft wide angle splittings dominate can be clearly

separated from the region of hard collinear splittings. Fig. 1 (right) shows how this diagram is populated

with recursive splittings generated using PYTHIA and identified using CA reclustering.
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• Lund	diagram:	
• Represents	the	phase-space	density	of																			1
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• By	varying	the	Soft	Drop	parameters	zcut,	β	one	can	
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The requested preliminary plots are the following:59

– pp Unfolded results, zg, Rg and nSD (Fig 24)60

– Performance of background subtraction plots for zg (Fig 30)61

– 4 plots for Raw inclusive zg distributions in PbPb for different Rg cuts, Fig 3362

– Pythia Lund Diagram Fig. 3763

– Iterative Lund diagram for Embedded and True difference 3864

– Iterative Lund diagrams for difference of Data and Embedded with SD cutoff 4165

– Iterative Lund diagrams for difference of pp data and PYTHIA with SD cutoff and only the 1st66

splitting 4267

– nSD in PbPb compared to the embedded reference (47)68

2 Introduction69

3 Definition of the SoftDrop Algorithm and Rg70

The analysis detailed in this note centres around the use of the SoftDrop [1, 2] jet grooming algorithm71

in order to study jet substructure. Jets identified using the anti-kT algorithm with FastJet are passed to72

the SoftDrop method, also within FastJet, where the grooming procedure is performed. Grooming is73

performed by first reclustering the jet with a defined clustering algorithm (default - Cambridge-Aachen)74

and unwinding the cluster sequence one step. This unwinding results in the last two jet components75

to be clustered in the sequence. The pT fraction of the two subjets (z Eq. 1) is then compared to the76

condition in equation 2. If the measured z of the two subjets fails to meet this criterion then the softer of77

the two is dropped and the other is unwound once more back along the cluster sequence. The procedure78

is repeated until the criterion is satisfied at which point the value of z between these two subjets becomes79

the groomed momentum fraction zg80

z =
min(pT,1, pT,2)

pT,1 + pT,2
(1)

z > zcut

⇣
Rg

R0

⌘b
(2)

The jet shape Rg is the h-f distance between the two subjet axes that satisfy the SoftDrop condition.81

This distance is defined by82

Rg =
q
(hsubjet,1 �hsubjet,2)2 +(fsubjet,1 �fsubjet,2)2 (3)

Also considered in this analysis are the number of groomed branches which is simply the number of83

softer subjets that are dropped in order to find a sufficiently hard splitting that satisfies the SoftDrop84

condition and the groomed-pT fraction which is defined as the ratio of the groomed jet pT (pT,1 + pT,2)85

and the original jet pT.86
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one step. The resulting pair of subjets are then considered and their momentum fraction, z, is calculated

as z = min(pT,1,pT,2)

pT,1+pT,2
, where pT,1 and pT,2 are the transverse momenta of the two subjets. If this momentum

fraction satisfies the grooming condition:

z > zcut

✓
�R
R0

◆�
(1)

then the splitting identified is considered su�ciently hard and the grooming procedure is stopped. If the

condition is not satisfied then the softer subjet is discarded and the clustering of the harder branch is unwound

an additional step; this process is repeated until a splitting satisfying (1) is found. The momentum fraction

at this stage is identified as the groomed momentum fraction zg. The angular separation of the two subjets,

as defined in ⌘ � ' space, is another important parameter of the splitting and is assigned as the groomed

radius Rg =
q

(⌘subjet,1 � ⌘subjet,2)2 + ('subjet,1 � 'subjet,2)2. Reclustering with the CA algorithm is designed

to replicate the angular ordering of QCD vacuum splittings and, to leading order, the measurement of zg in

vacuum reproduces the Altarelli-Parisi splitting functions.

In addition to studying the parameters of the leading hard splitting of jets the number of them that arise

in the evolution of the jet can help identify any additional splittings occurring due to the presence of the

medium. To count the number of splittings, the grooming is continued past the first splitting to satisfy (1)

and, following the hardest branch at each stage, the total number that pass the condition are counted and

assigned as nSD.

1.2. The Lund Plane
A very useful representation of the splittings is the Lund kinematical diagram. The Lund diagram

represents the 1! 2 splitting process of a parton on the two axes as shown in Fig.1. The axes reflect the

gluon emission probability given by:

dP = 2
↵sCi

⇡
dlog(z✓)dlog

1

✓
, (2)

where ✓ is the aperture angle of the splitting and Ci is the colour factor for a gluon radiated o↵ an initial

quark (Ci = CF) or gluon (Ci = Nc).

Representing the phase space of splittings in this way allows one to isolate regions where di↵erent

medium-induced mechanisms are expected to contribute to the modification of the parton shower splitting

function. As it can be seen in Fig. 1 (left) the region where soft wide angle splittings dominate can be clearly

separated from the region of hard collinear splittings. Fig. 1 (right) shows how this diagram is populated

with recursive splittings generated using PYTHIA and identified using CA reclustering.
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Fig. 1: Lund kinematical diagram representation of splittings with limits imposed by a jet resolution R (left) [8], and populated for

splittings in vacuum PYTHIA 6 Perugia 11 (right).
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one step. The resulting pair of subjets are then considered and their momentum fraction, z, is calculated

as z = min(pT,1,pT,2)

pT,1+pT,2
, where pT,1 and pT,2 are the transverse momenta of the two subjets. If this momentum

fraction satisfies the grooming condition:

z > zcut

✓
�R
R0

◆�
(1)

then the splitting identified is considered su�ciently hard and the grooming procedure is stopped. If the

condition is not satisfied then the softer subjet is discarded and the clustering of the harder branch is unwound

an additional step; this process is repeated until a splitting satisfying (1) is found. The momentum fraction

at this stage is identified as the groomed momentum fraction zg. The angular separation of the two subjets,

as defined in ⌘ � ' space, is another important parameter of the splitting and is assigned as the groomed

radius Rg =
q

(⌘subjet,1 � ⌘subjet,2)2 + ('subjet,1 � 'subjet,2)2. Reclustering with the CA algorithm is designed

to replicate the angular ordering of QCD vacuum splittings and, to leading order, the measurement of zg in

vacuum reproduces the Altarelli-Parisi splitting functions.

In addition to studying the parameters of the leading hard splitting of jets the number of them that arise

in the evolution of the jet can help identify any additional splittings occurring due to the presence of the

medium. To count the number of splittings, the grooming is continued past the first splitting to satisfy (1)

and, following the hardest branch at each stage, the total number that pass the condition are counted and

assigned as nSD.

1.2. The Lund Plane
A very useful representation of the splittings is the Lund kinematical diagram. The Lund diagram

represents the 1! 2 splitting process of a parton on the two axes as shown in Fig.1. The axes reflect the

gluon emission probability given by:

dP = 2
↵sCi

⇡
dlog(z✓)dlog

1

✓
, (2)

where ✓ is the aperture angle of the splitting and Ci is the colour factor for a gluon radiated o↵ an initial

quark (Ci = CF) or gluon (Ci = Nc).

Representing the phase space of splittings in this way allows one to isolate regions where di↵erent

medium-induced mechanisms are expected to contribute to the modification of the parton shower splitting

function. As it can be seen in Fig. 1 (left) the region where soft wide angle splittings dominate can be clearly

separated from the region of hard collinear splittings. Fig. 1 (right) shows how this diagram is populated

with recursive splittings generated using PYTHIA and identified using CA reclustering.
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Fig. 1: Lund kinematical diagram representation of splittings with limits imposed by a jet resolution R (left) [8], and populated for

splittings in vacuum PYTHIA 6 Perugia 11 (right).
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1st SD Splitting

ALI-PREL-148246

Groomed	jet	substructure	–	Pb-Pb
• Pb-Pb	measurement	at																													

• R	=	0.4,	pT	=	80-120	GeV/c,	|η|	<	0.5	
• Detector-level	measurement,	
compared	to	Pythia	embedded	

• There	is	a	depletion	of	the														
large-angle	splittings	in	Pb-Pb!

�72

Note:	Soft	Drop	grooming	
removes	below	the	constant	
diagonal	line	z	=	0.1

sNN = 2.76 TeV

small	𝜃	—><—	large	𝜃

z	=	0.1
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ALI-PREL-148221

Groomed	jet	substructure	–	Pb-Pb
• The	zg	distribution	shows	suppression	at	high	zg	

• That	is,	the	hardest	splittings	are	suppressed	in	Pb-Pb	
• No	enhancement	at	small	zg	

�73

In	order	to	interpret	
the	results	as	absolute	
suppression/
enhancement,	must	
normalize	by	the	
number	of	inclusive	
jets,	including	those	
that	do	not	pass	the	
Soft	Drop	condition

symmetric	—><—	asymmetric

2 ALICE Analysis Note 2017

LHC13d and LHC13e. In the TRIG sample, only the high-threshold (J1) subsample is used. As dis-
cussed in [JetMassinPbPb], it is fully safe (in terms of a possible trigger bias) to use the J1 sample for
pch

T, jet > 80 GeV/c. This statement is based on a detailed study of the triggered data sample performed
in [DijetpPb].

Runs used in the analysis are listed below. AOD files set 154 were used for all periods.

2.1.1 LHC13b runs

195344 195346 195351 195389 195390 195391 195478 195479 195480 195481 195482 195483

2.1.2 LHC13c runs

195529 195531 195566 195567 195568 195592 195593 195596 195633 195635 195644 195673 195675
195677

2.1.3 LHC13d runs

195681 195682 195721 195724 195725 195726 195727 195760 195761 195765 195767 195783 195787
195829 195830 195831 195867 195869 195871 195872 195873

2.1.4 LHC13e runs

195935 195949 195950 195954 195955 195958 195989 195994 196000 196006 196085 196089 196090
196091 196099 196105 196107 196185 196187 196194 196197 196199 196200 196201 196203 196208
196214 196308 196309 196310

2.2 Event selection

Event selections used are AliVEvent::kINT7 and AliVEvent::kEMCEJE for the MINB and TRIG data
samples, respectively.

A cut on the reconstructed vertex |zvtx|< 10 cm is applied.

2.3 Monte Carlo data sample

The Monte Carlo production LHC13b4 plus (PYTHIA6 Perugia 2011 tune, 10 hard parton pT bins)
anchored to LHC13bcde is used for the analysis.

3 Jet reconstruction

So far, only charged jets were considered in the analysis. Jets are reconstructed with the anti-kT algo-
rithm implemented in the FastJet package [REF] clustering charged tracks with the momentum above
150 MeV/c via the E-scheme. The jet cone radius of R = 0.4 is used. Acceptance cut |h jet | < 0.5 is
applied. A jet area cut A > 0.6pR2 is applied, and the jet area is calculated used ghosts with the cell area
of 0.005.

The Soft Drop [REF] jet substructure algorithm, implemented in the FastJet Contributions package
[REF], is applied to identified jets. Parameters b = 0 and zcut = 0.1 were used.

Main observable of interest is zg defined as

zg =
min(pT,1, pT,2)

pT,1 + pT,2
, (1)

where pT,1 and pT,2 are two hard subjets identified by the Soft Drop algorithm. Given the cut-off value
zcut = 0.1 and by construction, zg is defined in the range (0.1, 0.5). In case the hard splitting was not


